
In addition to its raw power, the C2P3
has a versatile array of I/O and net-
working options for a Pentium-based
multiprocessor CPU board. This allows
seamless integration with industry set-
top boxes’ billing systems, and on-
screen guides (TV Guide, Interactive
Channel). C2P3 includes dual Ethernet
interfaces (twisted pair) operating at
10 Mbits/sec or 100 Mbits/sec, a 40
Mbytes/sec UltraWide SCSI interface,
and a 64-bit AGP graphics engine with
four Mbytes of video RAM optimized
for 3D rendering. 

The GMS board also supports hot-swap
I/O modules on the CompactPCI bus,
giving cable companies a completely
scalable solution. As new services, such
as electronic commerce and advertising
are developed, cable companies can eas-
ily add them to the platform. All the I/O
on the C2P3 is available via an 80 mm
rear panel I/O which can also accommo-
date a 2.5 9 Gbyte IDE drive. For appli-
cations that must be deployed without
a rotating hard disk, the board also
provides up to 340 Mbytes of a SanDisk
1.5-inch Flash IDE on the rear panel. 

For more information, please contact:

General Micro Systems, Inc.
8358 Maple Place
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730
Tel: (909) 980-4863
Fax: (909) 987-4863.
Email: sales@gms4vme.com
Web site: www.gms4vme.com
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Video-On-Demand Server
A Company from Redwood City, CA has used the General Micro Systems C2P3
board to power a new Video-On-Demand (VOD) Server. The video server offers
cable companies an affordable, reliable, and scalable way to deliver VOD services.
The service lets a couch potato select
any program that strikes his fancy and
watch it anytime he pleases. He has
immediate access to hundreds of
movies, special interest programs, and
children’s videos, through remote con-
trol. He can even play, pause, rewind,
and fast-forward his selection.

How it works
It’s like having a vast collection of
videos on a computer’s hard drive and
selecting a movie to play on a full-featured player. The only difference with VOD is
that the hard drive resides in a server at the cable company, and users access the video
with a remote control to watch it on their televisions. This achievement also provides
extra interactivity to set-top boxes. This powerful new server is bringing broadband
technology to the TV and changing the medium forever.

The video server is installed at the cable company for the lowest price per stream in the
industry. This server includes storage for over 1,100 hours of content, and gigabit opti-
cal outputs built into the server’s MPEG output line card. The video server offers cable
companies an affordable, reliable, and scalable way to deliver VOD services.

What makes it work
General Micro Systems CompactPCI board houses a pair of Pentium III processors
and offers 1 Gbyte of main memory, and a Mbyte of L2 cache. The C2P3 also incor-
porates Intel’s™ 82443BX and the Intel 740 Advanced Graphics Processor (AGP). It
provides a 100 MHz implementation of Intel’s FSB (Front Side Bus), a high-perfor-
mance local bus that connects Pentium III processors with cache and main memory.
The C2P3 also deploys the DEC 21554 Draw Bridge Chip on CompactPCI to allow
multiprocessing.

Industrial Applications of CompactPCI: Industrial Applications of CompactPCI: 
CompactPCI/PXI provides the rugged packaging and high-performance connectivity required 
for today’s industrial applications. Here are some examples of how it’s being deployed.
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Because of the variance in program
cycle time, this series of pictures ensures
that the image of the pothole is captured
using two IMAQ PXI-1408 boards from
National Instruments. Captured images
from each PXI-1408 board are buffered
into memory so that when the system
detects a pothole, an image is grabbed
from a specific position in the buffer,
which is defined by the speed of the
vehicle. The front system also controls
video switching of the VHS recording of
cargo movement and displays the data
being measured by the back system. The
other PXI chassis is located under the
trailer in tandem with an SCXI chassis
and the appropriate modules to measure
accelerations and strains, and to control
camera lighting in the trailer. This loca-
tion keeps the signal wires short and
reduces the amount of noise in the wires.
The back system is autonomous, but can
be controlled by the front system. When
the user turns the back system on, the
computer starts up and runs the program
automatically using the last configured
setup parameters. From that point on,
the back system continually monitors
the sensors looking for a trigger condi-
tion. When a trigger level is exceeded,
the system automatically stores a speci-
fied number of data points and then

resets the hardware for the
next data set. The front sys-
tem sends commands to the
back system through Ether-
net connection. Commands
include stopping the DAQ
system, triggering a data
set, and restarting the DAQ
system. With the ability to
control other LabVIEW
VIs through an Ethernet
connection, the back sys-
tem can operate without
a monitor, keyboard, or
mouse. This gives the cus-
tomer flexibility in choos-
ing where to mount the
back system.

For more information, please contact:

Darryn La Zar
Datappli, Inc.
21314 Melrose Avenue
Southfield, MI 48075
Tel: 800-569-5606
Fax: 248-353-4913
Email: niteam@datappli.com 

Integrated data acquisition and vision system for measuring 
cargo loading profiles
Industrial Packaging Systems, Inc. (IPS), an industrial packaging firm, contracted
Datappli to develop an integrated DAQ and vision system to measure the loading
inputs to semitrailer freight trucks, and the resultant forces on the cargo and cargo
containers. IPS would use the resulting information analysis to reduce costs and
improve the design of the cargo containers. 

How it works 
Because the software runs while the vehicle is moving, it had to be simple and quick
to operate, yet powerful enough to control both systems from one location. LabVIEW
from National Instruments was chosen as the software editor because of its new capa-
bilities and better memory management. The most used screen is the data monitoring
screen. From this screen the user can:

■ Select the channels of data to monitor
■ Display captured images of the road surface 
■ Control lighting and video recording 
■ Generate a text file that summarizes the test conditions 
■ Trigger data recording manually

To control most of these functions, the user presses a single key on the keyboard
located next to the driver’s seat. With the TCP/IP protocol compatibility, users can
control the program running on the back system from the front system. The front sys-
tem can also read the data collected by the back system and display it. Using remote
device access (RDA), the user can calibrate the back system DAQ hardware from the
front system by using the Datappli IsoCal™ calibration routine. With newly added
VIs from National Instruments’Vision software, users can save the captured images
of the potholes in JPEG format. This picture
format is efficient on storage space and works
with most computers.

What makes it work
Two PXI chassis were used for ruggedness
and signal integrity. One chassis, located in
the cab of the truck, measures the suspension
movement, the distance from the truck frame

to the road surface, and the
vehicle speed. This front sys-
tem also monitors the road sur-
face for potholes. When the
sensors of the front system
detect a pothole, the system
measures the road surface pro-
file and captures a series of
images of the road surface.
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Calibration test bed for Base
Transceiver Stations  
The Alcatel Télécom plant in Eu,
Normandy, France produces telephone
switching systems and mobile communi-
cations in base transceiver stations
(BTSs) used by telephone operators in
France and abroad. One BTS can hold as
many as twelve transceiver-receiver-
entity (TRE) electronic modules. Each
module manages the radio communica-
tion with mobile phones. The TRE mod-
ules require a test bed for calibration and
testing before shipment to customers.
Faced with increased
production and limi-
tations on space, we
wanted to develop a
new generation of
test beds that was
compact, upgrade-
able, fast, and that
we could use in an
environment that was
well suited for test
and measurement. 

How it works
We designed the system to optimize
resource sharing. When testing of a TRE
with one instrument is complete, the
master PC signals that the next TRE
module can be connected to the instru-
ment, and so on. We then insert the next
module into the test bed, make the proper
connections, and signal the master PC to
start the tests. With LabWindows/CVI,
we  can import and reuse ANSI C and
reuse a large portion of the test code
already written with a Borland compiler.
Using the multi-threading capabilities of
LabWindows/CVI, each test system can
manage nine threads in parallel. For each
module tested, one thread manages IHM
and the TCP/IP dialogue; a second thread
is used for testing, and the third thread
produces the result files during the test.
The result files are returned to the master
PC and then downloaded to a factory
server where they are stored. Storage of
results ensures that all tests are com-
pletely traceable. 

What makes it work
The test system consists of a master PC
that controls four slave stations through
TCP/IP. Each station includes a rack-
mountable PXI chassis, an onboard PXI
333 MHz controller, a GPIB interface,
and two additional serial ports. The GPIB
interface of each station controls an HF
signal generator, a GSM tester, and a watt-
meter. The serial link communicates with
the TRE modules for testing. Each test
station controls three TRE modules.
Therefore, with the complete system, we
can parallel test twelve TRE modules. The
master PC also controls an RF switching
matrix through GPIB. The matrix routes
the signals between the TRE modules and
the measurement instruments. The result-
ing test system consisting of 3U format
modules fulfilled our needs for an open
test bed that we could easily expand for
future development. 

For more information, please contact:
Mr. Stéphane Lamarre
Alcatel Télécom
Service SMI/BTS
ZI rue de Lavoisier
76260 Eu, France 
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